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abuse would result in a syndrome similar to acromegaly
with attendant risks of hypertension, cardiomyopathy,
malignancy, myopathy, peripheral neuropathy, and glucose
intolerance. Thus while GH at physiological levels has
major beneficial effects, its abuse leaves the athlete at high
risk, and it behoves the medical and scientific communities
to curtail its use as a doping agent.
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The project aims at developing a methodology for the detection of
the use and abuse of exogenously administered growth hormone and
related substances in sport. The target is to establish this before the
Sydney Olympic Games.
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A hundred years ago
One hundred years ago, William Gilbert Grace still
dominated the world of cricket. During the 1897
season, not far short of his 50th birthday, he scored
1532 runs at an average of just under 40 per innings
and took 56 wickets. For any county cricketer this
was a thoroughly efficient performance but, in well
established middle age and nudging 19 stone on the
scales, this was, apart from anything else, a remark-
able demonstration of stamina. Remember that in
those days there were few cars and travel around the
country was mainly by rail. Fortunately, such was
WG's fame that when he was late trains were often
delayed until the great man arrived. Mindful of his
professional commitments he continued to work in
his family practice in Bristol at weekends and
between matches (fig 1).

For a man of his size, perhaps not huge by today's
standards, he certainly imposed formidable punish-
ment on his muscular skeletal system. Yet, surpris-
ingly, during the long summer of 1897 there were
no records of his sustaining any serious injuries.
Mercifully he did not have to undertake regular
overseas tours in the winters; his major sporting
activity then was beagling. Think of the stress frac-
tures, torn muscles, and ruptured ligaments that
our own modern "all the year round" cricketers
suffer. They rarely survive the first class game after
their mid 30s. Perhaps the demands of professional
sport neglect the need for rest and recuperation
during the close season.
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Figure I Dr WG Grace. From an oil painting by
Archibald j Stuart Wortley, 1890. Reproduced with
permission of the MCC.
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